MACOM Technology Solutions, Inc.
100 Chelmsford Street
Lowell, MA 01851

Outline Drawing

D M. | INCHES | M. METERS
-----|--------|--------
     | MIN.   | MAX.   | MIN.     | MAX.     |
A    | .078   | .085   | 2.01     | 2.11     |
B    | .060   | .064   | 1.52     | 1.63     |
C    | .190   | .210   | 4.85     | 5.33     |
D    | .070   | .087   | 1.68     | 2.21     |
E    | .060   | .064   | 1.52     | 1.63     |
F    | .060   | .064   | 1.52     | 1.63     |
G    | 30°    | NOMINAL| 30°      | NOMINAL  |
H    | .003   | .015   | .229     | .381     |

NOTES:
1. METAL PARTS TO BE COLD PLATED MIN. 10 M.S.I.
2. MARKING TO BE:
   ONE, TWO OR THREE (PREFERRED) COLOR DOT DENOTING THE LAST ONE, TWO OR THREE DIGITS
   OF THE H/A NUMBER AT THE CATHODE END.
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